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Where to start if you have no model, no algorithm and no proof?

Dynamic networks

Topology evolves with time:
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Key features:
I Time-varying links
I Joining/leaving nodes
I Network partitioning possible

k-Set agreement

Every process has initial value and computes decision value:
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I Termination: Each process eventually decides on single
value

I Validity: Decision values must be some initial value
I k-Agreement: k′ ≤ k different decision values

k-Uniformity and adaptivity:
I If network connectivity is good → k′ small (ideally 1)
I If network connectivity is bad → k′ large (at most k)

Applications

I Distributed decision making: Ideally, consensus (k = 1)
I In partitionable networks: Degrading agreement (k > 1)

Challenges solved in Thesis

I A suitable model and connectivity properties for k-set
agreement in dynamic networks

I A k-set agreement algorithm for the model
I Proofs of correctness of the algorithm
I Impossibility proofs, supporting necessity of the connectivity

properties
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Model and connectivity properties

Synchronous model (time = rounds):
I Sequence of communication graphs Gr (on the left),

determined by adversary
I ≤ k root components (red nodes)
I Stable interval property: Same root component in

successive rounds (2nd and 3rd on the left)
I k-majority influence property:

I every sufficiently long stable root (green nodes below) is dominantly
influenced by some other one

I except for at most k initial roots (green filled nodes)

Influence relation (for k = 2):
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Algorithms

Network approximation algorithm
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k-set agreement algorithm
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Possibility results

Theorem: The stable interval property guarantees that the algorithm
eventually terminates at all processes.
Theorem: The k-majority influence property guarantees a maximum of k
different decision values during each run.

Impossibility results

Theorem: There exists no algorithm that solves k-set agreement with
n > k + 1 nodes, even if there are k − 1 root components that are stable
forever and one root component that is stable for at most n− k − 1 rounds.
Theorem: Suppose that in every run there is a stabilization round rGST

such that, for all r ≥ rGST, it holds that Gr = Gr+1. Then, there is no algo-
rithm that solves k-set agreement for 1 < k < n.
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